Abstract-A second-order dual to a nonlinear programming problem is formulated. This dual uses the Ritz John necessary optimality conditions instead of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker necessary optimal&y conditions, and thus, does not require a constraint qualification. Weak, strong, strictconverse, and converse duality theorems between primal and dual problems are established.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the nonlinear programming problem minimize f(z),
(NV subject to g(z) 5 0,
where x E R", f and g are twice differentiable functions from Rn into R and Rm, respectively. where p E R" and for any function q5 : P t R, the symbol V2q5(z) designates n x n symmetric matrix of second-order partial derivatives. Mangasarian [l] established usual duality theorems between (NP) and (ND1) under assumptions that are involved and rather difficult to verify. 
Later, Mond and Weir [4] extended definitions (2) and (3), respectively, to
Calling (4) and (5) second-order pseudoconvexity and second-order quasiconvexity, respectively, Mond and Weir [4] established duality of the following dual (NDz) to (NP) Bettor and Chandra [5] renamed second-order convex, second-order pseudoconvex, and second-order quasiconvex, respectively, as bonvex, pseudobonvex, and quasibonvex:
Mond [3] established strong duality between (NP) and (NDi) using Karush-Kuln-Tucker [2] optimality conditions. Mond and Weir [4] proved strong and strict-converse duality theorems between (NP) and (NDz) that also utilized the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker [2] condition. So the duality results validated both in [3] and [4] require that the constraints must satisfy some sort of constraint qualification.
In this paper, we formulate a dual problem to the problem (NP) using Fritz John [2] necessary optimality conditions instead of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker [2] optimality conditions, and establish weak, strong, Mangasarian [2] type strict-converse and Huard [2] converse duality theorems. Thus, the requirement of a constraint qualification is eliminated.
SECOND-ORDER DUALITY
We present a different dual to (NP) and establish strong and strict converse duality using Fritz John [2] optimality conditions at the optimal point for the primal. Thus, the need for a constraint qualification is eliminated.
Consider the problem
Before proceeding to the main results of this section, we give the following definitions.
(ND) PROOF. Suppose that
This, in view of pseudobonvexity of f(.), yields
Thus,
with strict inequality in (9) if T > 0.
From the constraints of (NP) and (ND),
This, because of semi-strict pseudobonvexity of yTg(.), gives
with strict inequality in (lo), if some yj > 0, j E {1,2,. . . , m}. Combining (9) We now first give a Mangasarian type [2] strict converse duality theorem (Theorem 2.2) for the dual (ND)'to (NP).
THEOREM
2.3. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let f(.) be strictly pseudobonvex and yTg(.) semi-strictly pseudobonvex. Let x* be an optimal solution of (NP). If (r*, x*, y*, p*) is an optimal solution of (ND), then x* = u*, i.e., u* is an optimal solution of (NP).
PROOF.
We assume that u* # x* and exhibit a contradiction. Since x* is an optimal solution of (NP), it follows by strong duality (Theorem 2) that there exist y* E Rm, p* = 0 such that (x*, y*,p* = 0) is an optimal solution of (ND). Since (r*,u*, y*,p*) is also an optimal solution of (ND), it follows that
This, in view of strict pseudobonvexity of f(.), gives
Also, from the constraints of (NP) and (ND), we have 
1 , 2 0, with strict inequality in (11) if y; > 0, j E {1,2,. . . , m}. From (r*, y*) 2 0 and (r*, y*) # 0, we
contradicting the feasibility of (r*, u*, y*,p*). Hence, the result.
The following is the Huard type [2] converse duality theorem for (ND) to (NP). If, for all feasible (r* , x* , U* , y*, p*), f (.) is pseudobonvex and 'yTg( .) is semi-strictly pseudobonvex, then x* is an optimal solution of (NP).
PROOF. Since (r*, x*, y*,p*) is an optimal solution of (ND), by the generalized Fritz John nec-essary conditions [2] , there exists CY E R, /3 E R", < E R, and n E Rm such that -a { Vf(x) -fP*T (V2f(z.)P.)) + pT {r* (v2f(x*) + v (v2f(z*)p*)) + v2 (y*Tg(z')) (12) + V(V2 (y*Tg(z*)) P',} -e {v ( 
r&/* = 0,
(%P,e,C,rI) 2 0,
Since {[V2f(z*)]j, [V2(y*Tg(2*))]j, j = 1,2,. . . , n} are linearly independent at (r*, z*, y* , p*), then (15) gives crp*+r*p=O and
Multiplying (13) by Yap and then using (16) and (17), we have PT (v (y*Tg(z*)) + v2 (y"Tg(z*)) P') = 0.
Using ( 
Using (21), (23) 
Multiplying (24) by (pr*) and using (22), we have (or*)0 [ (r*V2f(s*) + V2 (y*Tg(s*))) p'] (pr*) = 0.
By Assumption (Al) that V[r*V2f(z*) + V2(y*Tg(z*)]p* is positive or negative definite, it follows that pr* = 0.
In view of (A2), the equality constraint of (ND) implies r* # 0 and so p = 0. Using p = 0 in (24), we have (a -r*e)(V(y*Tg(z*) + V2 (y*Tg(z*)p*) = 0.
